Abstract-In this paper, we investigate the impacts of spatial, temporal and amplitude resolution (STAR) on the bit rate of a compressed video. We propose an analytical rate model in terms of the quantization stepsize, frame size and frame rate. Experimental results reveal that the increase of the video rate as the individual resolution increases follows a power function. Hence, the proposed model expresses the rate as the product of power functions of the quantization stepsize, frame size and frame rate, respectively. The proposed rate model is analytically tractable, requiring only four content dependent parameters. We also propose methods for predicting the model parameters from content features that can be computed from original video. Simulation results show that model predicted rates fit the measured data very well with high Pearson correlation (PC) and small relative root mean square error (RRMSE). The same model function works for different coding scenarios (including scalable and non-scalable video, temporal prediction using either hierarchical B or IPPP structure, etc.) with very high accuracy (average PC > 0.99), but the values of model parameters differ. Using the proposed rate model and the quality model introduced in a separate work, we show how to optimize the STAR for a given rate constraint, which is important for both encoder rate control and scalable video adaptation. Furthermore, we demonstrate how to order the spatial, temporal and amplitude layers of a scalable video in a rate-quality optimized way.
leads to the best perceptual quality, while meeting the target bit rate. Optimal solution requires accurate rate and perceptual quality prediction at any STAR combination.
In this paper, we investigate how does the rate change as a function of the quantization stepsize q, frame rate t and frame size s. This work is extended from our previous work [1] , where we consider the impact of temporal and amplitude resolutions on the video rate. Rate modeling for video coding has been researched over decades. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has considered the joint impact of frame size, frame rate and quantization on the bit rate. However, several prior works [2] - [5] have considered rate modeling under a fixed frame rate and fixed frame size, and have proposed models that relate the average bit rate versus quantization stepsize q. Please see [1] for a review of prior work on this subject.
The proposed model is derived based on our analysis of the actual rates of video when coded at different (q, s, t) combinations. Our analysis shows that the rate at any (q, s, t) can be approximated well by the product of three separable functions, representing the influence of q, s, t on the rate, respectively. Each function can be approximated well by a power function, and has a single content-dependent model parameter. The overall model has four parameters (including the maximum bit rate R max ) and fits the measured rates for different STAR very accurately (with an average PC larger than 0.99 over all sequences). We also investigate how to predict the parameters using content features. According to our experiments, the model parameters can be estimated very well from three content features only, with average PC larger than 0.99.
The main contributions of this paper include:
• This is the first work modeling the compressed video bit rate with respect to the video FS s, FR t and QS q. The proposed model is analytically simple and requires only four content dependent model parameters.
• We also develop efficient method for predicting model parameters using a few content features extracted from the raw video. Our proposed model does not require any off-line training process.
• The proposed rate model, together with the quality model presented elsewhere [6] , make rate-quality optimized scalable video adaptation and encoder rate control problems analytical tractable. We also develop a quality opti-mized layer ordering algorithm, which facilitates simple scalable video rate adaptation at a network proxy or gateway to maximize the streamed video quality given the bit rate constraint. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the rate model considering the joint impact of spatial, temporal and amplitude resolutions. We then validate the same rate model is applicable for different encoding settings in Section III. Model parameter prediction using content features is analyzed in Section IV, while Section V introduces the rate-constrained quality and STAR optimization for both encoder rate control and scalable video adaptation, and considers layer ordering for scalable video in a rate-quality optimized way. Section VI concludes the current work and discusses the future research directions.
II. RATE MODEL CONSIDERING IMPACTS OF SPATIAL, TEMPORAL AND AMPLITUDE RESOLUTIONS
In this section, we develop the rate model based on the rates of video bitstreams generated using the spatial and temporal scalability of SVC at multiple fixed quantization parameters (QPs).
A. Normalized Rate Data Collection and Analysis
To see how QS, FS, and FR individually affect the bit rate, we define the following normalized rate functions: R s (s; q, t) = R(q, s, t)/R(q, s max , t) is normalized rate versus spatial resolution (NRS) under a certain q and t; R q (q; s, t) = R(q, s, t)/R(q min , s, t) is the normalized rate versus quantization stepsize (NRQ) under a certain s and t; and R t (t; q, s) = R(q, s, t)/R(q, s, t max ) is the normalized rate versus temporal resolution (NRT) under given q and s.
Note that the NRT function R t (t; q, s) describes how does the rate decrease when the frame rate t reduces from t max while the FS and QS are fixed; NRQ function R q (q; s, t) illustrates how does the rate change when the quantization stepsize increases beyond q min under constant s and t; while the NRS function R s (s; q, t) characterizes how does the rate reduce when the frame size decreases from s max when q and t are fixed.
To see how NRS, NRQ, and NRT vary with s, q, and t, respectively, we encoded several test videos using the joint spatial and temporal scalability tool of the SVC reference software JSVM [7] and measured the actual bit rates corresponding to different STARs. Specifically, five video sequences, "city", "crew", "harbour", "ice" and "soccer", at original 4CIF (704x576) resolution, are encoded into 5 temporal layers using dyadic hierarchical prediction structure, with frame rates at 1.875, 3.75, 7.5, 15 and 30 Hz, respectively, and each temporal layer contains 3 dyadic spatial layers (i.e., QCIF, CIF and 4CIF). For simplicity, we apply the same QP for all temporal and spatial layers (i.e., without using QP cascading [8] ). To investigate the impact of QP, we have coded the video using QP ranging from 16 to 44. Here, we only present the results with QP = 40, 36, 32 and 28. Corresponding quantization stepsizes are 64, 40, 26 and 16, respectively [9] . Other QPs have the similar performance according to our simulation results.
The bit rates of all layers are collected and normalized by the rate at the largest frame size, i.e., 4CIF , to find NRS points R s (s; q, t) for all q and t, which are plotted in the first row of Fig. 1 . As shown, the NRS curves obtained with different q and t overlap with each other, and can be captured by a single curve quite well. Similarly, the NRQ curves (middle row) are also almost invariant with the frame rate t, and vary slightly for different frame size s as shown in Fig. 1 ; On the other hand, NRT curves (last row) are quite dependent on frame size and quantization as shown in Fig. 1 .
To derive the overall rate model, we recognize that the rate function R(q, s, t) can be decomposed in multiple ways as follows:
Among all these feasible decompositions, we should choose the one that leads to simplest mathematical model. For example, if we choose the first decomposition in (1a), the dependency of R t (t; s, q) on s and q makes the overall model complicated. On the other hand, if we choose the one in (1f), the fact that R s (s; q, t) does not depend on q and t , and R q (q; s max , t) does not depend on t , enables us to write (1f) as the product of three separable functions of t, q, s, respectively, i.e.,
whereR t (t) denotes a model for the R t (t; q min , s max ) data that depends on t only;R q (q) indicates a model for R q (q; s max , t) data that depends on q only; and finallyR s (s) represents a model for the R s (s; q, t) data, depending on s only. With the general form in (2) as the proposed rate model, the remaining rate modeling problem is divided into three parts. One is to devise an appropriate functional form for R s (s), so that it can model the measured NRS points for all q and t in Fig. 1 accurately; the second one is to derive an appropriate functional form forR q (q) that can accurately model the measured NRQ points for all t at s = s max , and the third part is to provide a proper functional form forR t (t) that can accurately capture the measured NRT points at q min and s max .
B. Model for Normalized Rate v.s. QuantizationR q (q) R q (q) is used to describe the reduction of the normalized bit rate as the QS increases at a fixed frame size s max for any given frame rate t. As shown in Fig. 1 (middle row),R q (q) is independent of the t, thus we can model theR q (q) at any frame rate (e.g., t = 30 Hz) for simplicity. This reduces the . Points are measured rates, curves are predicted rates using respective Eqs. (6) (4) and (5) . NRS curves are fitted using all possible q and t; NRQ curves are fitted using all possible t at smax (green hexagram markers), while NRT curves are obtained using points at q min and smax (magenta cross markers). In our case, q min = 16, tmax = 30 Hz and smax = 4CIF.
problem to model the influence of QS on the bit rate under fixed FS and FR, which has been studied extensively. For example, Altunbasak et al [10] demonstrate that the rate can be approximated by a power function of q if the transform coefficients to be quantized follow the Cauchy distribution. On the other hand, Ding and Liu [2] show the power function is also a good rate estimation model for Gaussian distributed source.
Following these prior work, we also assume that R(q) follows a power function with the general form of
where θ and a is content related parameters. Usually, θ is related to the picture content complexity. Assuming the same θ for different quantization, normalized rate versus quantization can be approximated bỹ Fig. 1 (middle row) shows that that the model (4) fits the measured data points accurately. The parameter a is determined by minimizing the squared error, and it characterizes how fast the bit rate reduces when q increases. We note that the model in (4) is consistent with the model proposed by Ding and Liu [2] for non-scalable video at fixed frame size and frame rate, where they have found that the parameter a is in the range of 0-2.
C. Model for Normalized Rate v.s. Temporal ResolutionR t (t)
As explained earlier,R t (t) is used to describe the reduction of the normalized bit rate as the frame rate reduces at q min and s max . Therefore, the desired property for theR t (t) function is that it should be 1 at t = t max and monotonically reduces to 0 at t = 0. Based on the data trend shown in Fig. 1 (third row), we choose a power function to describe theR t (t), i.e.,
(5) Fig. 1 shows the model curve using this function along with the measured data. The parameter b is obtained by minimizing the squared error between the modeled rates and measured rates. It can be seen that the model fits the measured data (e.g., at q min and s max ) very well.
D. Model for Normalized Rate v.s. Spatial ResolutionR s (s)
R s (s) is used to describe the reduction of the normalized bit rate as the frame size reduces. As we can see, the desired property for theR s (s) function is that it should be 1 at s = s max and monotonically reduces to 0 at s = 0. The data shown in Fig. 1 (first row) suggest thatR s (s) can be approximated well by a power function as well, i.e.,
Fig . 1 shows the model curve using (6) along with the measured data (for all possible q and t). The parameter c is obtained by minimizing the squared error between model predicted rates and actual measured rates, and characterizes the speed of bit rate reduction when the frame size decreases. It can be seen that the model prediction fits the actual measurements very well.
E. The Overall Rate Model
Substituting Eqs. (6), (5) and (4) into (2) leads to the proposed rate model
where q min , s max and t max should be chosen based on the underlying application, R max is the rate when coding a video at q min , s max and t max , and a, b and c are the model parameters, characterizing how fast the rate decreases when s, t reduce and q increases. Note that R max is also a model parameter that is content dependent. Generally a more complex video (with high motion and complex texture) requires a higher R max . Table I lists the parameter values and model accuracy in terms of relative RMSE (i.e., RRMSE = RMSE/R max ), and the Pearson correlation (PC) between measured and predicted rates, defined as
where x i and y i are the measured and predicted rates, and n is the total number of available samples. We see that the model is very accurate for all different sequences, with small RRMSE and high PC. Fig. 2 shows the actual rate data and corresponding estimated rates for all videos, via the proposed model (7) . Results show that our proposed model can predict the bit rate very well. 
III. MODEL VALIDATION
The model described in the last section was derived based on rate data obtained for scalable video with joint spatial and temporal scalability without using QP cascading. In this section, we verify that our proposed rate model works for other coding scenarios, including scalable and single layer video, temporal prediction using hierarchical B or IPPP, with or without QP cascading, etc. Results show that our model can accurately predict the bit rates for all practical coding applications.
A. Model Validation for Video with Joint Spatial and Temporal Scalability
There are many ways to encode scalable video in practice. QP cascading is one popular solution. Typically, we can vary QP in two ways: one is applied on temporal resolution, where we use smaller QP for pictures at lower temporal layer and larger QP at higher temporal layer; the other is using relative smaller QP for lower spatial layer (e.g., base layer) and increasing the QP along with the spatial resolution increment [7] . Currently, SVC reference software -JSVM uses explicit temporal QP cascading as its default setting, i.e, QP T = QP 0 + 3 + T, T > 0, where T is the temporal layer identifier. In our simulations, we apply this default temporal QP cascading without modification. On the other hand, spatial QP cascading algorithm is not specified in [7] . For simplicity, we select two constant delta QPs between successive spatial layers (noted as dQPs), i.e., dQPs = 4 and dQPs = 6.
The first three entries in Table II 1 summarizes several cases we examined for joint spatial and temporal scalability, where HierB stands for dyadic hierarchical B prediction structure with the number indicating the GOP length. #SR is the number of spatial resolutions (SRs). #TR is the number of the temporal layers which can be derived by the GOP length, i.e., #TR = log 2 GOP + 1. #AR is the number of amplitude resolutions (ARs), which is controlled by the QP. The cited QPs are those used at the base layer, noted as bQP. To provide multiple amplitude resolutions, SVC codes a video using different base layer QPs. Please note that Fig. 2 and Table I are the experimental results for simulation SVC#1. Table III and IV present the prediction accuracy and model parameters for SVC#2 and SVC#3 respectively. According to the simulations, we can see that our proposed rate model is generally applicable regardless the coding structures. We can also notice that model parameters are highly content dependent, and their values depend on coding scenarios as well. Fig. 2 . Rate prediction using (7) for test sequences at all STAR combinations. Table II refers to combined scalability of SVC, which can provide different STAR combinations within a single scalable stream. SVC#4 uses two spatial layers, three amplitude layers and four temporal layers as shown in Fig. 3 . QP cascading is used and actual QP used in different layers are illustrated in Fig. 3 . 
B. Model
Validation for Combined Spatial, Temporal and Amplitude Scalability SVC#4 in
C. Model Validation for Single Layer Video
In this section, we validate our proposed rate model for singe layer video encoding. Video sequences are encoded with different combinations of FS, FR and QS, using JSVM [7] single layer mode. To code a video at different SRs, we first down-sample the original video to the desired SR using the filter suggested by [8] , and then code the video at that SR. Table VI summarizes the three settings we examined. For SL#2 and SL#3, multiple temporal resolutions (TRs) are obtained using the HierB structure; whereas for SL#1, each TR is obtained by temporally down-sampling the original video to the desired TR. Different QPs are used to provide multiple amplitude resolutions. Table VII-IX present the prediction accuracy and model parameters for SL#1-SL#3. In summary, our rate model can predict the bit rates accurately for different single layer coding scenarios. 
IV. MODEL PARAMETER PREDICTION USING CONTENT FEATURES
As shown in previous sections, model parameters are highly content dependent. In this section, we investigate how to predict the parameters accurately using content features which can be easily obtained from original video signals. We have four parameters in total for our rate model, i.e., a, b, c and R max .
To predict these parameters, we adopt the same approach presented in [1] , which predicts five parameters for both rate and quality models (three for the rate model, and two for the quality model) considering only the impact of FR and QS. In a nut shell, we predict each parameter as a weighted combination of some chosen features plus a constant, and determine the best set of features and corresponding weights using a crossvalidation criterion. We have found that the same set of three features, µ DFD , σ MVM and σ MDA , can predict the model parameters under different coding scenarios. These features stand for the mean of the displaced frame difference, standard deviation of the motion vector magnitude and standard deviation of the motion direction activity, respectively. The predictor can be written as
where
predictor matrix H depends on the coding structure. For example, for SVC#1 and SL#2, they are Please refer to [1] , [11] for more details. Fig. 4 shows the model accuracy using (7) for SVC#1 and SL#2 with parameters predicted using content features. Fig. 4 . Actual measured versus model predicted bit rates for all test sequences under SVC#1 and SL#2, where model parameters are predicted using content features. Other coding scenarios have the similar high performance for bit rate estimation using (7) with content predicted parameters.
V. APPLICATION
In traditional encoder rate-control algorithms, the spatial and temporal resolutions are pre-fixed based on some empirical rules, and the encoder varies the QS, to reach a target bit rate. Selection of QS is typically based on models of rate versus QS. When varying the QS alone cannot meet the target bit rate, frames are skipped as necessary. Joint decision of QS and frame skip has also been considered, but often governed by heuristic rules, or using the mean square error (MSE) [12] as a quality measure. Ideally, the encoder should choose STAR that leads to the best perceptual quality, while meeting the target bit rate.
In video streaming, the same video is often requested by receivers with diverse sustainable receiving rates. To address this diversity, a video may be coded into a scalable stream that can be decoded at different STARs. Given a particular user's sustainable rate, either the sender or a transcoder at a proxy needs to extract from the original bitstream at certain layers that together corresponds to a certain STAR to meet the rate constraint. This problem is generally known as scalable video adaptation. Here again the challenging problem is to determine which layers (which corresponds to a particular STAR) to extract, to maximize the perceptual quality.
Another related problem is how to order the temporal, spatial and amplitude layers of a SVC bitstream into a ratequality optimized layered stream, so that each additional layer leads to the maximum ratio of the quality gain over the rate increment, and yet the decoding of each new layer only depends on this layer and previous layers.
Obviously, the solution of the above problems requires accurate rate and quality models that can predict the rate and quality associated with a given STAR. In this section, we discuss solutions to the above problems using both the rate model presented here and the QSTAR model described in [6] , which relates the perceived quality with the STAR.
Our prior work in [1] , [13] have studied similar problems but considering only the optimization of FR and QS, assuming the FS is fixed. Here, we extend these studies to consider the adaptation of FS, FR and QS jointly. We first review the QSTAR quality model. We then describe how to optimize the STAR in rate-constrained video coding and adaptation. Finally we present two algorithms for ordering the SVC layers.
A. Analytical Quality Model
The QSTAR model proposed in [6] relates the quality with (q, s, t) by
where β q = 1, β s = 0.74, β t = 0.63, α s (q) =α s (ν 1 QP(q) + ν 2 ) when QP ≥ 28 and α s =α s (28ν 1 + ν 2 ) when QP < 28, with ν 1 = −0.037, ν 2 = 2.25. The rate-model parameters, a, b, c, R max and quality model parameters α q ,α s and α t control how fast the rate and quality, respectively, drop as the spatial, temporal, or amplitude resolution decreases. These parameters depend on the the motion and texture characteristics of the underlying video, and can be estimated from certain features computable from original video (as described in Section IV). [7] , a separate study [14] has confirmed that there is no statistically significant quality difference between scalable (coded using H.264/SVC) and non-scalable video (coded using H.264/AVC) when coded at the same STAR. This means that the QSTAR is applicable to both scalable and non-scalable video, and the model parameter is generally independent of the encoder setting. 
B. Rate Constrained Quality and STAR Optimization
Although video encoding and adaptation are quite different applications, the essence of these problem is to maximize the video quality under the bit rate constraint, i.e., Determine q, s, t to maximize Q(q, s, t)
where R 0 is the bit rate constraint. We employ the rate and quality models in (7) and (12) to solve this optimization problem, first assuming s, t, and q can take on any value in a continuous range, s ∈ (0, s max ], t ∈ (0, t max ], and q ∈ [q min , ∞). We then describe the solution when s and t are chosen from discrete sets feasible with dyadic temporal and spatial prediction structures typically adopted by practical encoders. 1) Optimal solution assuming continuous s, t, q and Quality-Rate Model: Letting R(q, s, t) = R 0 in (7), we obtain
which describes the feasible q for a given pair of s and t, to satisfy the rate constraint R 0 . Substituting (14) into (12) yields the quality model with respect to FS and FR, i.e., Q(s, t). By solving ∂Q(s, t)/∂s = 0, and ∂Q(s, t)/∂t = 0, we can have the optimal pair of s opt and t opt , and correspondingly q opt via (14), to produce the best quality Q opt . However, it is difficult to derive the close form of Q opt (R), s opt (R), t opt (R) and q opt (R). Thus, we solve the optimization problem (13) numerically, by searching over a discrete space of (s, t), i.e., for any given rate, we search through feasible s and t, derive the q via (14) and select the (s, t) and consequently q(s, t) that yields the best quality. Fig. 5 shows Q opt , q opt , s opt and t opt as functions of the rate constraint R 0 . As expected, as the rate increases, s opt and t opt increase while q opt reduces, and the achievable best quality continuously improve. In this example, we use the rate model parameters derived for scalable video coded using SVC#1 setting, with model parameters given in Table X . The same methodology can be used both for choosing optimal STAR in a single layer encoder, or choosing the STAR to extract a scalable stream using different encoder settings, for given target rate, but we would need to use corresponding rate model parameters.
Although it is difficult to derive the closed form for the Q opt (R) function, we found that the Q-R relation in Fig. 5 can be well approximated by an inverted exponential function of the form
with κ as the model parameter. Table XI shows the parameter κ and approximation accuracy in terms of the root mean squared error (RMSE).
2) Optimal solution assuming dyadic s and t: In practical video encoder, t and s only take on limited discrete values. Here, we consider the popular dyadic temporal and spatial prediction structure in which t doubles in increasing temporal layers, whereas s quadruples in increasing spatial layers. We further assume t max = 30 and s max = 4CIF, so that t ∈ {3.75, 7.5, 15, 30}, and s ∈ {QCIF, CIF, 4CIF}. We further assume q ∈ [16, 104]. These are the ranges in which the original rate and quality models are derived.
To obtain the optimal solution under this scenario, for each given rate, we search through all possible (s k , t k ) pairs from the feasible sets and and their corresponding q k = q(s k , t k ) values using (14) , and select the one that leads to the highest quality. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . Because the frame rate and frame size can only increase in discrete steps, the optimal q does not decrease monotonically with the rate. Rather, whenever either s opt or t opt jumps to the next higher value, q opt first increases to meet the rate constraint, and then decreases while s and/or t is held constant, as the rate increases. Also, when s jumps to the next high level, t may first decrease to a lower level, for example, ICE around 750 kbps. Note that the rates at which s jumps or t jumps are sequence dependent. For sequences with high texture details (e.g., city), we see that s jumps to the highest level earlier.
For sequences with high motion (e.g., soccer), t jumps to the highest level earlier and stay at that level even after s jumps.
C. Quality Optimized Layer Ordering for SVC Bit streams
In the scalable video adaptation problem considered in the previous section, we assume that all SVC layers are stored in a server (or sender), and for a given rate, the layers corresponding to the optimal STAR for that rate are extracted and sent. In this scenario, the optimal STAR corresponding to increasing rates does not need to be monotonically increasing. As shown in Fig. 6 , in fact, with limited choice of feasible s and t, the optimal STAR indeed are not monotonically increasing.
Here, we consider a different scenario, where we would like to preorder the SVC layers (coded using discrete sets for s, t, and q) into a single layered stream, so that each additional layer yields the maximum possible quality improvement. With such a pre-ordered SVC stream, the server or proxy in the network can simply keep sending additional layers, until the rate target is reached. The order of feasible STAR points must satisfy the monotonicity constraint that, as rate increases, s and t be non-decreasing and q be non-increasing.
We have shown previously how to employ (7) and (12) to determine the optimal STAR which gives the best quality under a rate constraint. There we have assumed either s, t, and q are all continuous, or s and t are discrete but q is continuous. In practice, q as well as s ant t can only be chosen from a finite set, so that the achievable rate is not continuous. Although we could extend the scheme in Sec. V-B2 to allow only discrete q, the algorithm will not be very efficient, as we don't know what are the achievable rates in advance. Also, the resulting (s, t, q) points may not satisfy the monotonicity constraint. In the following, we discuss how to take into account such practical limitations.
Suppose there are L spatial layers, M temporal layers and N amplitude layers, the corresponding feasible choices of FS, FR and QS are S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s L }, T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t M } and Q = {q 1 , q 2 , ..., q N }, respectively, where FS and FR are increasingly ordered and QS is decreasing ordered. We denote each combination of STAR and the associate rate and quality as (R lmn , Q lmn , s l , t m , q n ), 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . A greedy algorithm (forward ordering algorithm) works as follows: starting from the base layer, i.e., (R 111 , Q 111 , s 1 , t 1 , q 1 ), check the three possible moves to next rate point, i.e., (R 211 , Q 211 , s 2 , t 1 , q 1 ) or (R 121 , Q 121 , s 1 , t 2 , q 1 ) or (R 112 , Q 112 , s 1 , t 1 , q 2 ). Move to the one with maximum quality gain over the rate increase, i.e., arg max l,m,n ∆Q/∆R. The process continues until (s, t, q) = (s L , t M , q N ). Fig. 7(a) shows the achievable rate-quality points for "city" obtained using this forward preorder algorithm. We can see that those points follow the continuous rate-quality model (15) very closely, indicating that ordering SVC layers subjecting to the monotonicity constraint yields near-optimal rate-quality tradeoff. However, due to the coarse granularity of feasible s, t, and q in each move, it results in a "clustered" rate points. Fig. 7(b) shows the corresponding optimal (q, s, t) as functions of rates. It is easy to confirm that the monoticity of (q, s, t) is satisfied 2 . A problem with the forward ordering method is that the achievable rate points tend to cluster in separate regions, leaving relatively large "gaps" in the rate region (0, R max ). To generate a more uniformly distributed set of rates, we also design a backward ordering algorithm. The algorithm works similar as the forward order algorithm, except that it starts with the last points, i.e. (R LM N , Q LM N , s L , t M , q N ), and proceeds "backward" to the first points (R 111 , Q 111 , s 1 , t 1 , q 1 ). We also consider the three possible moves along spatial, temporal or amplitude dimensions, and keep the one with minimum quality drop over the rate drop. Fig. 7(d) show the achievable rate-quality points using the backward algorithm and the corresponding STAR for "city". Clearly, the points follow the continuous ratequality model (15) very closely. Furthermore, they are more uniformly distributed over the entire rate region, compared to the points obtained by the forward-ordering algorithm show in Fig. 7(a) . The performance comparison for other sequences between the backward algorithm and the forward algorithm is shown in Fig. 8 . Clearly, both algorithms return near-optimal pre-order points. However, the backward algorithm provides more uniformly distributed rate points.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an analytical rate model considering the impact of the spatial, temporal and amplitude resolutions (STAR). We have found the impact of spatial, temporal and amplitude resolution on video bit rate is actually separable. Hence the rate model consider STAR combinations is the product of the separate functions of frame rate, frame size and quantization stepsize. Our proposed analytical rate model is generally applicable to all coding scenarios, including both scalable and single layer video coding, using hierarchical B or IPPP for temporal prediction, with or without QP cascading, etc. But the model parameters differ depending on the encoding scenarios. We have also verified that our model is accurate for other video contents (e.g., test videos from JCT-VC) and resolutions (e.g., 720p, WVGA, etc), which are not included here because of the space limitation.
Experimental results show that model parameters are highly content dependent. We also propose a method for predicting the model parameters using weighted sum of some content features that can be computed from original video sequences. We have found that it is sufficient to provide accurate bit rate estimation with model parameters predicted by three content features. We also notice that the best feature set is the same for all test cases, but the predictor matrix H depends on the encoder setting.
Finally, we show how to use the proposed rate model and a corresponding quality model, both as functions of q, s, t, to determine the STAR that maximizes the perceptual quality for a given rate constraint. The solution is applicable to both encoder rate control, and scalable video adaptation. We further show that the rate and quality models can be combined to order the layers in a scalable stream in a rate-quality optimized way.
